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ABSTRACT 

The Liander distribution network is faced with increasing 

voltage variations due to increasing peak load and 

increasing dispersed energy production. The design 

requirements for voltage variation are optimized in order 

to minimize the total investment costs of both MV-networks 

and LV-networks. The coming energy transition is taken 

into account in this optimization. The outcome of the 

optimization process is an improved strategy for designing 

MV- and LV-networks. Future network investments can be 

minimized by increasing the allowed voltage variation in 

both the MV- and LV-network. To make the current 

network comply with the design parameters for voltage 

variations, a cost reduction of 70% is expected. 

LIANDER’S METHOD OF NETWORK 

DESIGN 

Liander’s network 
Liander operates a part of the Dutch distribution network 
with three million customers MV and LV. The most 
common medium voltage is 10 kV. More often 20 kV is 
used for new networks. The medium voltage network is 
fully cabled and is meshed constructed and radially 
operated. The MV-network has good switching 
possibilities in case of failures. In general, the HV/MV 
transformer is the last point with voltage regulation 
towards the customer. Some locations with MV/MV-
stations are equipped with voltage regulation. 
The LV-network of Liander is largely radially constructed 
and operated. A radial topology is chosen when new 
networks are constructed. There are no switching 
possibilities, but existing networks still have switching 
capabilities. The LV networks are supplied by an MV/LV 
unregulated transformer. 

Design requirements for voltage variations 

The quality of the supplied LV-voltage is dictated in the 
Network Code. The 10-minute average voltages must stay 
within - 10% and + 10% of the nominal voltage. With Un 
being 230V, the limits are 207 and 253 V.  
Each DSO may then determine how to distribute the 
available 20% voltage variation over the whole network 
between the customer's connection point and the last 
voltage regulator in the network. At Liander, this voltage 
variation is assigned to the MV and LV networks and is 
defined in the design criteria as follows: 
- General: the voltage variation is calculated for each 

node as the highest voltage minus the lowest voltage, 
divided by the nominal voltage. All network states 
(normal state and during maintenance or failure) are 
considered. 

- MV: the voltage variation in the MV-network should 

not exceed 7% at any point in the network. The dead 
band of the voltage regulation in the HV/MV-and 
MV/MV-transformers is included. 

- LV: the voltage variation in the LV-network alone 
should not exceed 6% at any point in the network. The 
MV/LV-transformer is considered a part of the LV-
network.  

- There is a 7% voltage variation margin in the network 
design. This margin between the Liander design 
requirements (215-245V) and the Network Code (207-
253V) is held to compensate for practical aspects, 
which are not included in the calculation models that 
are used to design networks. 

Due to the split character of the network design, separate 
design requirements for MV and LV are used. By 
implementing these design requirements, Liander aims to 
comply with the limits established in the Network Code.  

Motivation for optimizing the design rules 

The current design rules for MV and LV networks date 

from an era with no or few dispersed production. The 

energy transition confronts the system operators with 

higher peak loads (caused by consumer application of heat 

pumps and electric vehicles) and higher peak production 

(e.g. wind and PV power). Because in most cases 

production and load will not occur simultaneously in time, 

larger voltage variations are expected in the future.  

To face this challenge, new design rules adjusted to the 

needs of the modern networks are needed. 

Among others, feedback on the current design 

requirements shows that the safety margin with respect to 

the Network Code might be too strict and outdated and can 

presumably lead to unnecessary investments. It was 

suggested to use this unnecessary margin to save on cables 

and transformers. In addition, the last experiences with 

network design taking into account the dilemmas imposed 

by the energy transition indicates that the design rules are 

possibly outdated and do not function optimally. This was 

the reason to investigate the current state of voltage 

stability in the MV and LV networks and stablish new 

realistic design requirements. 

ACTUAL VOLTAGE VARIATIONS 

Calculated voltage variations show that most nodes in the 
network stay within the current design requirements:  
- 95% of the MV-nodes (mostly MV/LV-transformer 

stations) stay within the 7% voltage variation 
requirement 

- 90% of the LV-nodes stay within 6% voltage variation 
requirements. 

Nodes outside the design requirements can result 
customers with a voltage outside the 207-253V bandwidth 
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(as measured when a customer makes a complaints); this 
happens a few dozen times a year within the Liander LV-
network. These problems are solved as soon as possible. 
One important factor causing the voltage variations is 
voltage asymmetry. This factor is followed by the fact that 
the MV/LV transformer ratio is not regulated and has a 
discrete positions off-load tap changer. 
 

 
Figure 1 Calculated voltage variation in selected MV and LV networks; 

90-95% of the nodes is within de design requirements. 

 
 

Voltage variation in MV- and LV-networks 

Figure 1 shows the calculated voltage variations in the MV 
and LV network based on samples. The samples have been 
drawn in order to represent all regions of the Liander 
network and represent both rural and urban areas. The 
voltage variation is calculated in 52 LV-networks (0.2% of 
Liander) and 14 MV-networks (421 MV-feeders with 
approximately 5190 transformer stations, 10% of Liander). 
Most of the voltage variation in the MV-network (shown 
in Figure 1) find their cause in the cable network and a 
small part (< 2%) find their cause in the dead band of the 
voltage control in the HV/MV-substation. 
The highest voltage variations in the LV-network are 
caused by cables (mostly 0-4%) and a smaller part by the 
MV/LV-transformers (mostly 0-2%), see also Figure 1. 

Breakdown of the margin 

The dominant aspects that determine the margin between 
the Liander design requirements (215-245V) and the 
Network Code (207-253V) are: 
 

Voltage asymmetry is the largest part of the margin: 
Network design is based on symmetrical loads and 
balanced voltages. In practice, voltage asymmetry exists 
resulting in phase voltages that can be higher or lower than 
the average calculated voltages. 
The relationship between the expected deviation of one 
phase voltage (with respect to the average voltage) and the 
percentage of asymmetry is derived from 200 
measurement reports that were carried out after customer 
complaints related to voltage quality. The Network Code 
allows a maximum asymmetry of 2%. At this level of 
asymmetry the expected deviation from the phase voltages 
with respect to the average is approximately 3.2%. This is 
the largest part of the current voltage margin of 7%. 
 

Discrete voltage adjustment of MV/LV-transformers: 
The off-load tap changer in the Liander MV/LV-
transformers has a step voltage of 2.5%. Due to the discrete 
effect of a transformer voltage adjustment, the LV-
voltages can deviate half of the step voltage (1.25%) from 
the optimal situation. When the mean voltage deviates 
more than 1.25%, another tap will give a better LV voltage. 
This 1.25% is the second dominant part of the current 
voltage margin.  
 

Short LV connection cables are negligible: 
The LV connection cables are often not a part of the 
calculation model at Liander and therefore part of the 
margin. Voltage variations over short LV-customer 
connection cables (max. 12m 4x10mm2 Cu) are usually 
smaller than 0.1%. Theoretically a voltage variation of 
0,8% can exist, but measurement on 190 households in the 
Netherlands show that 95% of the time a variation less than 
0,05% is expected, see Figure 2.  
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Figure 2 Calculated voltage variation over a standard 12m 10mm2 Cu 
connection cable based on 15-minute averaged power measurements of 
190 households. 

Complaints related to voltage or weak LV 

networks 

The total yearly number of complaints related to power 

quality within the Liander network is about 150, which are 

mostly located in rural areas. It concerns about 116 

complaints related to network strength, if flicker related 

problems are also included. Only 23% of the well-founded 

complaints actually arose from too low or too high 

voltages (related to the limits 207 - 253V). 

Complaints can be well founded when the voltage 

variation exceeds the 20% of the Network Code and 

therefore the voltages cannot be kept within the 207-253V 

bandwidth. Figure 3 (left) shows that voltage variations 

over 20% occur when the voltage variation of MV- and 

LV-nodes exceeds the design requirements of 7% for MV 

and 6% for LV. When the voltage variations at all nodes 

are limited to the design requirements, by making network 

investments on weak spots in the network, the 20% 

variation is no longer exceeded. 

OPTIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE VARIATION 

Assignment of MV, LV and margin 

The allowed voltage variation of 20% can freely be 
allocated to the MV- and LV-networks as long as the 
voltage at the customer is within the limits of the Network 
Code. Not the entire 20% is used; by still applying a 
(reduced) 2%-margin, the number of expected power 
quality issues is limited. 

 
Figure 3 The calculated voltage variations in the MV- and LV-network 

are added up using Monte Carlo simulations, including asymmetry and 

the MV/LV-transformer voltage adjustment. Left: current situation. 

Right: the voltage variation at all nodes is limited to the design 

requirements. 
 
 

The DSO can for example design strong MV-networks 
with low voltage variations, resulting in a large allowed 
voltage variation in the LV-networks with long LV-cables. 
The DSO can also choose to design strong LV-networks 
connected to a relatively weak MV-network. Designing 
both strong MV- and strong LV-networks results in high 
investment costs and a very stable supply voltage with very 
few power quality issues. Vice versa designing both weak 
MV- and LV-networks results in low investments costs but 
suffer bad power quality. Deciding which network design 
strategy works the best comes in the end to a financial 
optimization. This financial optimization is based on 
investment costs of MV- and LV-networks, taking into 
account power quality issues.  

 
Figure 4 Cost optimization with the current network performance: the total expected investment costs are broken down in MV- and LV investment costs.  
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Costs per customer for voltage improvement 

Determined average network investment costs per 
customer are based on a selection of 20 LV networks and 
14 MV networks. Investment costs are calculated to make 
the network comply with the design requirements. 
Currently these investments mainly involve the installation 
of new cables and extra transformer stations, but in the 
future voltage regulating MV/LV-transformers can be 
used to improve the voltage in LV-networks at lower costs. 
Table 1 shows that currently the investments in LV-
networks are 5 times more expensive than in MV-
networks, when the investment costs are calculated per 
customer. This difference can be reduced to less than a 
factor 2 when using voltage regulated MV/LV 
transformers.  
The costs for solving a power quality issue in the LV-
network after a complaint is also shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Average investment costs for voltage improvement per customer  

 Current cost 
level  

Future cost level  

Improve MV € 800 € 400  
Improve LV € 4.000 € 600 
Complaint LV € 23.000 € 20.000 

Results of the financial optimization 

The lowest investment costs within the assigned voltage 
band occur with design requirements of a maximum of 9% 
voltage variation in the MV-networks and a maximum of 
9% in the LV-networks. By applying these broader design 
requirements, fewer networks need to be strengthened. 
The savings come from networks that did not meet the old 
design requirements at first, but meet the new 
requirements in the future. It has been decided to enforce 
the optimized limits in order to prevent power quality 
complaints and to keep a margin of 2%: only 18% of the 
allowed 20% voltage variation will be used in the design 
phase.  
The optimization of the design requirements is done for the 
current situation in the networks and for the three growth 
scenarios. The above optimized design limits are then 
based on the current situations and the future scenario with 
low growth. 
 

Cost optimization with the current network 
Figure 4 shows the total costs for planned network 
investments and costs for resolving power quality 
complaints at all relevant combinations of the design 
requirements after reducing the safety margin from 7% to 
2%. These costs mainly arise from MV- and LV-networks 
that do not meet the design requirements. For example, 
with current design requirements of up to 7% voltage 
variations in MV networks and up to 6% in LV networks, 
there are 301 and 241 nodes in the network respectively 
that do not comply (in the sample). The estimated 
investment costs for the entire network of Liander are in 
this case 964 M€ and 132 M€ respectively. 
The lowest investment costs are 89 M€ at 9% voltage 
variations in the MV and 9% in the LV. This represents a 
reduction of 1007 M€ with respect to the investment level 
at the current design requirements. 
 

Moreover, this study shows that less can be invested in 
both the MV-networks and in the LV-networks without an 
increase in power quality issues, provided the design 
requirements are actually met. Figure 5 shows that 
broadening the design requirements results in slightly 
more situations where the expected voltage variation 
becomes more than 15% (the bottom graph can be 
compared to the right part of Figure 3), but that this does 
not have to lead to an increase in bad power quality issues. 
 

 
Figure 5 The calculated voltage variations in the MV- and LV-network 
are added up using Monte Carlo simulations, including asymmetry and 
the MV/LV-transformer voltage adjustment. The voltage variation at all 
nodes is limited to 9%. 

 
 

Cost optimization using future growth scenarios 
The increase of the peak load and decentralized generation 
from the energy transition results in a direct increase of the 
voltage variations in LV- and MV-networks. The design 
requirement can be optimized taking into account the 
energy transition by including growth scenarios in the 
optimization. Liander uses three future scenarios in which 
the voltage variations from the current situation have been 
scaled up to 170%, 240% and 300%.  
Figure 6 shows the expected investment costs to keep the 
MV and LV networks within the design requirements if the 
load grows. In all future scenarios, the investment costs 
increase compared to the current situation (Figure 4). With 
a load of 170%, it is still the most advantageous choice to 
allow a 9% maximum voltage variation in the MV 
network, which saves investments in networks that do not 
meet the current requirements but will meet the new 
requirements. However, with a growth of 240-300%, the 
voltage variations in the MV-network can best be limited 
to a maximum of 8% because stronger MV networks offer 
advantages in these scenarios. 
In the extreme energy transition scenarios there is a need 
to keep the MV networks strong, contrary to the less 
extreme growth scenarios where only investments has 
been minimized in order to handle to the current load and 
production levels in existing networks. The shift in the 
optimal design requirements from 9% to 8% is because 
investments in the MV-network per customer are 
relatively inexpensive compared to LV investments. 
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Figure 6 Calculated investment costs for voltage stability in three future 
growth scenarios. 
  
A choice has been to optimize the new design requirements 
to a maximum of 9% voltage variation in the MV networks 
and maximum 9% in LV networks. This choice is made 
due to the uncertain nature of the future scenarios and 
because the optimal parameters in the current situation are 
in line with the scenario for low future growth. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the design rules for voltage variation in the 

Liander MV and LV-networks were evaluated. It showed 

that the assumption that the design rules for voltage 

variations within Liander were too strict and would result 

in unnecessary investments, was correct. It showed among 

others that the margin between the Network Code and the 

Liander design rules was too large. 

By optimizing the currently practiced MV- and LV-

network design requirements less investments related to 

voltage quality are needed, resulting in significant savings. 

The optimized limits will be incorporated in the new 

design requirements. Future networks will be designed for 

a maximum voltage variation of 9% in both the MV and 

LV networks.  

 

By observing the way of working, by relying on the 

available expertise and by listening carefully to feedback 

on the design requirements, it was possible to discover 

where improvements were possible. In this case, the 

feedback was a sign that there were optimization 

opportunities.  

The smaller margin between the Liander design 

requirements and the limits from the Network Code leaves 

less space for inattention; this might require a different 

mentality in order to prevent future power quality issues. 

 

 

 

 


